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Abstract  

 

The aim of the study was to answer the following questions:  

1. Is the correct valuation of products significant from the point of view of economic risk?  

2. Are there situations in Polish practice of inaccurate valuations that lead to material misstatements of 

financial statements?  

3. Is there a risk of inaccurate cost information being used by the management of Polish companies?  

The review of published materials on the topic has shown that inaccuracies in the calculation of indivi-

dual product costs, or overlooking the issue of idle capacity, may increase the economic risk of faulty 

decisions.  

A survey conducted among Polish companies has demonstrated that, in many cases, cost accounting does 

not allow for the accurate calculation of individual product costs or the cost of idle capacity. In addition, 

the research has highlighted the issue of idle capacity in many Polish companies that hold a significant 

level of inventories. All of this indicates a risk of distortion in financial statements due to the faulty valua-

tion of products in the reports of those companies.  

 

Keywords: valuation of finished products, financial statements.  

 

Streszczenie 

Wycena produktów jako ważny obszar ryzyka zniekształcenia sprawozdania finansowego  

 

Celem badań była odpowiedź na pytania:  

1. Czy z punktu widzenia ryzyka gospodarczego nadal istotna jest prawidłowa wycena produktów?  

2. Czy w praktyce polskiej występują sytuacje, w których brak prawidłowej wyceny prowadzi do istot-

nego zniekształcenia sprawozdania finansowego?  

3. Czy istnieje ryzyko, że polskie przedsiębiorstwa wykorzystują nieprawidłową informację o kosztach 

do zarządzania?  

Badania literaturowe wykazały, że nieprawidłowa wycena poszczególnych produktów lub brak wyłącze-

nia niewykorzystanego potencjału może zwiększać ryzyko gospodarcze wynikające z nieprawidłowych 

decyzji.  
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Badania ankietowe przeprowadzone wśród polskich przedsiębiorstw wskazują na to, że w wielu wypad-

kach stosowane rozwiązania rachunku kosztów nie pozwalają ani na prawidłową kalkulację kosztów 

poszczególnych produktów, ani na kalkulację kosztów niewykorzystanego potencjału. Ponadto przepro-

wadzone badania wykazały, że w wielu polskich przedsiębiorstwach występuje problem niewykorzysta-

nego potencjału oraz występują przedsiębiorstwa posiadające istotny poziom zapasów. Wszystko to 

wskazuje na ryzyko zniekształcenia sprawozdania finansowego spowodowanego nieprawidłową wyceną 

produktów w sprawozdaniach tych firm.  

 

Słowa kluczowe: wycena produktów gotowych, sprawozdanie finansowe. 
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Introduction  
 

Financial statements constitute the most common form of periodically published in-

formation about a company. The scope and usefulness of such data largely depend on 

the company’s activity in the global market. The distortion of this information signifi-

cantly reduces its usefulness (Gut, 2006, p. 24; Kutera et al., 2006, p. 58).  

The impact of the accurate estimation of product costs and the calculation of idle 

capacity on the risk of distortion in financial statements has been minimised for years 

(Johnson and Kaplan, 1987, pp. 14–17; Kaplan and Anderson, 2007, p. 10). It is gen-

erally assumed that the accuracy of product cost measurement is not significant in the 

preparation of financial statements. Even IAS 2 does not refer to this issue; it only 

notes that the recognition in the balance sheet of the cost of idle capacity is forbidden. 

Despite the rapid development of modern methods of costing, many companies still 

use overly simplified methods of calculation. The use of modern cost accounting is 

still far below expectations (Wnuk-Pel, 2011, pp. 7–12). The literature lacks research 

concerning the cost accounting methods used in companies and their impact on the 

distortion of financial statements. One of the main reasons for the failure of such studies 

is the reluctance of companies to participate in comprehensive surveys. The limited 

knowledge on this topic was a very important motive for conducting this research.  

The thesis of this article is that many Polish companies use cost accounting meth-

ods that distort information about the enterprises’ results in their financial statements 

and increase the risk of ill-informed management decisions. The thesis is supported 

by the following three research questions:  

1. Is the correct valuation of product costs relevant from the point of view of eco-

nomic risk?  

2. Are there situations in Polish practice of inaccurate valuation that lead to material 

misstatements of financial statements?  

3. Is there a risk of inaccurate cost information being used by the management of 

Polish companies?  

The distortionary impact of finished product valuation on a balance sheet (state-

ment of financial position) has been investigated through a review of pertinent pub-

lished materials and explanatory examples, while the degree of risk of financial 

statements’ distortion has been examined by means of a survey. The aim of the survey 

was to discover whether the methods of costing used in Polish companies are able to 

provide correct information used in establishing product costs.  

The existence of an increased level of economic risk has been established through 

a review of the published literature germane to the topic, the aim of which was to 

identify the essential characteristics of accurate information about product costs in 

effective business performance. The risk of using inaccurate information about prod-

uct costs by management has been investigated through the survey.  

The article is structured as follows. First, the theoretical background of the distor-

tion of financial statements resulting from the inaccurate calculation of product costs 

is described. Then, the research sample is characterised, and the results of the empiri-

cal research are investigated. Finally, the conclusions are presented.  
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1. Theoretical background  
 

Costing contributes to an understanding of how profits and value are created, and how 

effectively operational processes transform input to output. It can be applied to re-

sources, processes, products, customers, and channel-related information covering the 

organization and its value chain. Costing information can be used to provide feedback 

on past performance, and to motivate and change future performance. Costing is thus 

an essential tool in creating shareholder and stakeholder value (IFAC, 2009, p. 5).  

Previous research concerning the distortion of product costs in the balance sheet 

(the statement of financial position) has focused mainly on delayed write-downs of 

current assets and the resulting valuation of inventory at its initial value above the sale 

price (Palepu et al., 2010). However, significant distortions can occur when product 

costs are being determined. This distortion can result from:  

 an inappropriate use or choice of the calculation method or  

 when the cost of idle capacity is included in the cost of inventories.  

According to Johnson and Kaplan (1987, p. 12) most management accounting 

practices used today (cost accounts for labour, material, and overheads, standard 

costs) were developed in 1925. These practices, together with budgets for cash, in-

come and capital, flexible budgets, sales forecasts, variance analysis, transfer prices, 

and divisional performance measures, evolved to serve the informational and control 

needs of the managers of increasingly complex and diverse organizations (Szychta, 

2008, p. 50).  

But the diversity of products and complexity of manufacturing processes increased 

in the decades after 1920. Especially during the high growth period following World 

War II, changes occurred that undermined almost all the assumptions underlying 

companies’ cost accounting. Product costing systems, allocating operating expenses 

based on direct labour content or machine processing speeds, encouraged companies 

to expend resources on speeding up production processes. Nevertheless, the higher 

overheads were still spread to products based on their direct labour content (Kaplan, 

1991, pp. 202–204).  

The failure of organizations’ accounting to keep pace with the evolution of prod-

uct and process technologies eventually led to the problems of distorted product costs 

(Kaplan, 1987, p. 13). Szychta (2008, p. 238) and other authors (Radek and Schwarz, 

2000, pp. 58–83; Sobańska, 2002, pp. 6–11; Januszewski and Gierusz, 2004, pp. 19–23) 

stated that Polish companies preferred actual full cost accounting. The percentage of 

companies using actual full cost accounting was 90% in 1999 and 71% in 2005 

(Szychta, 2008, p. 238). Bozkurt et al. (2014) pointed out that nowadays, from the 

point of view of the preparation of financial statements, traditional cost accounting 

practices are insufficient.  

The topic of idle capacity interested management as early as the end of the 19th 

century (Vollmers, 1996). Bettinghaus et al. (2012) emphasized the timeliness of the 

problem through the example of two companies from the U.S. (General Motors and 
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Ford) and two from Japan (Toyota and Honda). It was stated that the current reporting 

standards seem to result in insufficient disclosure of information to investors (and also 

to the companies’ management), proposing the presentation of the cost of idle capaci-

ty as a separate line item in the income statement (the statement of profit or loss and 

other comprehensive income).  

Decisions regarding product profitability and prices require accurate cost data for 

each product. This is confirmed in publications of Kaplan and Cooper (1998, p. 80), 

and Hicks (2005, p. 34). The evaluation of cost accounting is carried out using a four-

dimensional framework: data quality, financial reporting, cost of products and cus-

tomers, and operational and strategic control (Kaplan and Cooper, 1999, pp. 2–6). 

Systems that provide data for external reporting purposes, relying on simplified algo-

rithms for overheads allocation, will usually not provide accurate information for 

calculating the profitability of products and customers. Such data may only be availa-

ble in systems which recognise that cost accounting has functions beyond financial 

reporting (with its simplified method of overheads allocation), e.g. managerial func-

tions such as accurate cost allocations among products and clients (e.g. activity-based 

costing). Systems defined by Kaplan and Cooper as the four sequential stages (Kaplan 

and Cooper, 1999, pp. 2–6) assume that the experience curve in calculating individual 

product costs has reached such a high level that these calculations can no longer serve 

as a basis for valuations of products for financial reporting purposes. Thus, the quality 

of product valuation must significantly increase. Hence, there is the need for ad-

vanced cost accounting systems to avoid inaccurate valuations of inventories of fin-

ished products and costs of goods sold in companies having high inventories with 

different costs at the end of a reporting period.  

 

 

2. The importance of disclosing  

accurate information on product costs  
 

Information about product costs is necessary in order to prepare:  

a) the balance sheet
1
 for the presentation of inventories of finished products, of semi- 

-finished products and of work-in-progress;  

b) the income statement
2
 for the presentation of the cost of goods sold.  

The method of calculating product costs (finished goods, work-in-progress, ser-

vices) is described in International Accounting Standard No. 2 Inventories (IAS 2) and 

the Polish Accounting Act. According to IAS 2.10 and 2.12, and the Polish Account-

ing Act (28.3), the cost of finished products shall comprise all costs of purchase, costs 

                                                      
1 In financial statements prepared according to International Accounting Standards – a statement of 

financial position.  
2 In financial statements prepared according to International Accounting Standards – a statement of 

profit or loss.  
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of conversion and other costs incurred in bringing the finished products to their pre-

sent location and condition. The costs of conversion of finished products include:  

 costs directly related to the units of production, such as direct labour;  

 systematic allocation of fixed and variable overheads incurred in converting mate-

rials into finished products.  

From the point of view of the calculation of idle capacity, the allocation of fixed 

overheads is significant, since variable overheads are allocated to each unit of produc-

tion on the basis of the actual use of the production capacity. According to IAS 2.13, 

the allocation of fixed overheads to the cost of conversion is based on the normal 

capacity of the production facilities. Normal capacity is the production expected to be 

achieved on average over a number of periods or seasons under normal circumstanc-

es, taking into account the loss of capacity resulting from planned maintenance
3
. It is 

important that the cost of manufacturing is not increased by the part of fixed over-

heads which are incurred by a low level of production or idle capacity. By contrast, 

the Polish Accounting Act (28.3) treats the normal level of capacity as an average, 

consistent with expectations under typical conditions, the volume of production for 

a given number of periods or seasons, taking repairs into account. The act does not 

specify what the volume of production is (Świderska, ed., 2012, pp. 344–345).  

According to IAS 2.13 and the Polish Accounting Act (28.3), unallocated over-

heads are recognised as an expense in the period in which they are incurred
4
. Adding 

the cost of idle capacity to the cost of manufacturing is not justified, since it would 

cause the overestimation of the cost of inventory in the balance sheet and, as a conse-

quence, the transfer of the financial consequences of inefficiencies and losses incurred 

in the current period to subsequent periods. Moreover, these costs do not meet the 

definition of an asset as a future economic benefit. The allocation of all fixed over-

heads to product costs when resources are not in full use would also mean:  

 a lack of comparability of unit costs of production, since it would be subject to 

fluctuations in subsequent periods due to varying degrees of capacity utilisation;  

 the provision of misleading information to managers for assessing the profitability 

of products, since the accounting system would present high unit costs in a period 

of declining demand (usually with no possibility of raising prices) and relatively 

low unit costs during a period of high demand (Świderska, ed., 2002, p. 2–108).  

IAS 2 and the Polish Accounting Act do not specify in which item of the income 

statement the cost of idle capacity should be presented. This issue has been addressed 

                                                      
3 The actual level of production may be used if it approximates normal capacity.  
4 According to the Polish Accounting Act (28.3) costs of products do not include following costs:  

 being a consequence of idle capacity or production losses;  

 general and administrative expenses that are not associated with bringing the product to its present 

location and condition at the measurement date;  

 storage of finished products and semi-finished products, unless those costs are necessary in the pro-

duction process;  

 selling expenses of products.  
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in the Interpretation of the Polish Accounting Standards Committee concerning the 

calculation of production cost for the purpose of measuring inventory in the balance 

sheet (2007, 2.10). It states that the cost of idle capacity should be presented as the 

cost of goods sold (for an income statement by function), or as changes in inventories 

of finished goods and work-in-progress (for an income statement by nature), except 

when the specific situation makes it more appropriate to recognize this cost as other 

expenses, e.g. idle capacity caused by unplanned production.  

 

 

2.1. The impact of inaccurate valuation  

of product costs on financial results  

 

The theoretical background pointed out that inaccurate valuation of product cost and 

the lack of calculation of idle capacity cause the distortion of financial statements 

(Johnson and  Kaplan, 1987, pp. 14–17; Kaplan and Anderson, 2007, p. 10). These 

measurements are also critical for management decisions (Cokins, 1996, pp. 18–30; 

2001, pp. 301–304). The next two chapters present four explanatory examples provid-

ing sufficient evidence that product cost distortion and the lack of calculation of idle 

capacity are relevant to presenting accurate information in financial statements (two 

examples in point 2.1. and two examples in point 2.2).  

The impact of inaccurate determinations of individual product costs and the failure 

to separate the cost of idle capacity in company results is presented below. In the 

illustrations of both cases, the following assumptions were made:  

 the company incurred total production costs of PLN 1,000,000 within the report-

ing period;  

 the company produced 10,000 pieces of product A and 30,000 pieces of product B 

during this period;  

 the company had no product inventory at the beginning of the period.  

When the company had a small inventory of products at the end of an accounting 

period, less than a few percent of its annual production (e.g. product A – 500 pieces, 

product B – 2,000 pieces), the difference of the cost of goods sold and, consequently, 

the difference in the financial results would be minimal (only 1%). Even given a glar-

ingly inaccurate calculation of individual product costs, such a mistake could be ac-

cepted by the user of financial statements. This is illustrated in Figure 1.  

However, if, at the end of the period, the company held a large inventory of prod-

ucts (e.g. A 5,000 pieces, B 9,000 pieces), the inaccurate calculation of individual 

product costs would have a significant impact on the cost of goods sold and also the 

financial results of the company. In this case, the difference would be 12%. This is 

also illustrated in Figure 1. This error significantly reduces the usefulness of financial 

statements and may affect decisions taken. The larger the combined inventories of 

finished products, semi-finished products and work-in-progress at the end of an ac-

counting period, the greater the impact of their measurement on financial results.  
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Figure 1. The analysis of the impact of inaccurate product costing on the cost  

of goods sold at different levels of inventory held at the end of the accounting period  
 

 
 

Source: own study.  

 

 

2.2. The results of ignoring the cost  

of idle capacity in product costing  

 

The failure to separate out the cost of idle capacity during inventory valuation can 

have a similar effect on the faithful representation of a company’s financial results.  

As above, two situations are considered below. First, the company has a small in-

ventory of finished products and is in a situation of significant idle capacity. In this 

case, an inaccurate calculation of individual product costs resulting from the failure to 

account for idle capacity will result in a difference in the cost of goods sold of just 

2.5%
5
. Such a misstatement would be acceptable to users of the financial reports. This 

situation is illustrated in Figure 2.  

In the second case, where there is a large inventory of both products
6
 at the end of 

the period, the difference in the costs of goods sold when the cost of idle capacity is 

accurately calculated and when this cost is included in the value of product inventory 

                                                      
5 In the absence of appropriate separation of the cost of idle capacity, unit costs of products are: 

A – PLN 40, B – PLN 25. When the cost of idle capacity is adequately separated, unit costs of products 

are: A – PLN 25, B – PLN 12.5. The following levels of ending inventory are assumed: product A – 800 

pieces, product B – 900 pieces.  
6 Product A – 5,500 pieces; product B – 9,500 pieces.  
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is 15.4%. Such an error would significantly reduce the usefulness of the financial 

statements. This is also illustrated in Figure 2.  

 

Figure 2. The impact of not separating the cost of idle capacity on the cost  

of goods sold at different levels of end-of-period inventory 
 

 
 

Source: own study.  

 

In conclusion, it should be noted that the higher the proportion of unsold products 

at the end of an accounting period and with errors in the calculation of individual 

product costs (in both cases: the inaccurate calculation and failure to segregate the 

cost of idle capacity, when the level of capacity is significant), the higher the risk of 

distortion in the financial statements. These findings confirmed that the product cost 

distortion and the lack of calculation of idle capacity is relevant to presenting accurate 

information in financial statements under certain conditions. Examples have shown 

that a level of inventory that reached 6% of revenues did not have a significant impact 

on the results. A significant distortion of the results was observed in the example 

where the level of inventory reached 36% of revenue.  

It is assumed that there are Polish companies with high levels of inventory of fin-

ished products, semi-finished products and work-in-progress. It is also assumed that 

a level of inventory higher than 20% of sales revenue could have an impact on the 

results presented in financial statements.  

The financial statements of seven manufacturing companies listed on the Warsaw 

Stock Exchange (WSE) were examined in order to ascertain whether there is the pos-

sibility that there are manufacturing companies in Poland that have levels of inventory 
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their sales revenue. An analysis of the financial statements of manufacturing compa-

nies which held a wide range of levels of inventory as the result of fluctuations in the 

volume of sales (with the possibility of errors in calculation and significant levels of 

idle capacity) revealed that in four out of seven selected companies, the level of in-

ventory reached 20% of sales at the end of the period (i.e. its share of costs was sig-

nificant). This is illustrated in Table 1. The aim of this research was only to confirm 

that this problem does exist in Polish companies. Further studies should investigate all 

manufacturing companies listed on the WSE and other companies in which this prob-

lem could be even greater.  

 

Table 1. The value of inventories of finished goods and work-in-progress  

compared to the sales revenue of selected companies  
 

No. 

Name of listed 

company (year of 

statement) 

Finished products, 

semi-finished products 

and work-in-progress 

(in ‘000 PLN) 

Sales revenue 

(in ‘000 PLN) 
Percentage 

1. Libet SA (2013) 53,138 245,485 21.64 

2. Apsilens SA (2012) 10,271 49,068 20.93 

3. Bumech SA (2013) 20,769 111,185 18.67 

4. Ursus SA (2013) 28,665 147,919 19.37 
 

Source: own study based on the financial statements of listed companies. 

 

The actual existence of a significant proportion of inventory of finished products, 

of semi-finished products and of work-in-progress to sales revenues indicates that 

there are companies in which the inaccurate calculation of individual product costs 

and the failure to segregate the costs of idle capacity may significantly affect the re-

sults presented in their financial statements.  

 

 

3. Characteristics of the research sample  
 

Surveys on product costing within Polish companies were conducted in the third 

quarter of 2014 among manufacturing and service companies located throughout 

Poland. Service companies performing under long-term contracts and traders were 

excluded from the survey. Questionnaires were forwarded to companies by e-mail by 

various organizations, i.e. the Ministry of the Treasury of the Republic of Poland, the 

Accountants Association in Poland and the Polish Association of Listed Companies. 

Participants in the survey were selected by purposive sampling. The survey was 

anonymous. In total, 66 companies of various sizes were included in the survey. The 

study’s research sample is not large, and the sample is diversified in terms of the size 

of organizations, which is reflected in Table 2. This may significantly affect the final 

conclusions.  
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The questionnaires consisted of 37 questions, divided into three parts:  

1) basic information about the company,  

2) the methods used in product costs calculation (finished products, work-in-

progress, services other than long-term),  

3) the use of product cost information.  

The first part of the survey included questions characterizing the company, in par-

ticular: its legal form, the nature of production, the number of employees, the balance 

sheet total, and sales revenue. The research sample comprised 36 manufacturing and 

26 service companies. One company conducted both manufacturing and service activ-

ities. The remaining 3 companies did not indicate the predominant nature of their 

activities. The study involved 31 joint-stock companies, 26 limited liability compa-

nies, 6 companies of other types (including 2 sole proprietorships, 1 local government 

budgetary entity, 1 general partnership, and 1 limited partnership). The remaining 

3 companies did not disclose their legal forms.  

The differentiation of enterprises by 2013 sales revenue, the number of employees 

and the balance sheet total as of the end of 2013 is presented in Table 2.  

 

Table 2. Characteristics of the research sample  
 

No. Name of function 
Sales revenue  

(in ‘000 PLN) 

Number  

of employees  

Balance sheet total 

(in ‘000 PLN) 

1. Average 89,573 343 128,887 

2. Minimum 1,701 10 1,113 

3. Percentile 0.25 10,842 73 15,760 

4. Median 29,692 172 36,174 

5. Percentile 0.75 76,753 295 97,225 

6. Maximum 46,953,000 4,409 42,063,000 
 

Source: own study.  

 

The collected data on the nature of the activity, the legal form and the information 

generated from Table 2 indicate considerable differentiation among the research sam-

ple. The first part of the questionnaire also asked if each subject company believed 

that unused resources were a significant issue for the company, e.g. empty production 

space, machines fully or partially idle, employees less than fully occupied. As the 

issue of unused resources concerns overheads, respondents were also asked about the 

share of overheads in the structure of production costs and the structure of overheads, 

i.e. the percentages of variable and fixed overheads.  

The second part of the questionnaire related to cost accounting methods. There 

were questions concerning:  

 the methods used in the calculation of unit product costs (process-costing, job-

costing, activity-based costing, no calculation),  

 the ratio of the value of inventories at the end of the year and total production 

costs,  

 the calculation of the cost of idle capacity.  
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The third part of the questionnaire was devoted to the use of the information from 

cost accounting.  

The questionnaire consisted of 6 open and 31 closed questions, in most of which 

the surveyed companies were asked to select one or more answers. However, 4 ques-

tions had only „yes” or „no” options. In the case of open questions, the respondents 

were asked to provide the appropriate information as described in the question. The 

respondents were asked to indicate the percentage structure of costs in 6 questions 

(the total of the percentages provided were to equal 100%). Answers to the questions 

were collected and processed using Microsoft Excel.  

 

 

4. The results of the empirical study  
 

 

4.1. A mismatch of methods of calculation and the type  

of production in manufacturing companies  
 

The selection of the method of product cost calculation should depend on the nature 

of the production process. In the survey, the following types of production were iden-

tified:  

 mass production and long production runs,  

 short production runs,  

 unit production (Świderska, ed., 2010, pp. 80–81; The Interpretation, 2007, chap-

ter 5).  

Table 3 presents the results of the survey on methods of calculating unit produc-

tion costs in manufacturing companies, based on the nature of production.  

 

Table 3. The nature of production and calculation  

of unit production costs in manufacturing companies  
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5 15 0 0 1 2 23 

Short production runs 2 4 0 0 0 0 6 

Unit production 2 5 0 0 0 0 7 

Short production runs 

and unit production 
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 

Total 9 24 0 0 2 2 37 
 

Source: own study.  
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The study found that all the surveyed manufacturing companies which calculate 

unit costs employed either process-costing or job-costing. This large sample included 

companies with complex business activities that required more advanced methods of 

cost accounting. In addition, it was found that some companies with short production 

runs or unit production applied process-costing. This indicates the mismatch between 

the costing method and the type of production which can lead to a distortion of prod-

uct costs.  

It can be concluded that Polish companies use inappropriate cost accounting to 

measure inventory. Using simple cost accounting in highly complex production oper-

ations distorts the cost of inventories and the cost of goods sold.  

In regard to service companies, the survey distinguished between:  

 one-off services, e.g. consulting services,  

 recurring services, e.g. maintenance services, etc.  

Table 4 presents the results of the survey in regard to calculation methods of unit 

production costs in service companies, depending on the nature of the provided ser-

vices.  

 

Table 4. The nature of provided services  

and the costing methods in service companies 
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One-off services 0 1 0 0 1 0 2 

Recurring services 1 6 1 2 7 4 21 

Recurring and  

nonrecurring  

services 

0 1 0 0 3 0 4 

Total 1 8 1 2 11 4 27 
 

Source: own study.  

 

The survey results indicate that most companies do not calculate unit production 

costs. The most common method of costing was job-costing, while one company that 

provided recurring services used process-costing, one company used activity-based 

costing, and two employed other methods. 
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4.2. Ignoring the cost of idle capacity in product costing  

in manufacturing companies 

 

Chapter 2 highlighted the importance of accurate information about product costs for 

presentation in financial statements. The study shows there to be an issue concerning 

unused resources in Polish manufacturing companies, as illustrated in Table 5.  

 

Table 5. The risk of ignoring of idle capacity in manufacturing companies  
 

Problem Yes (%) No (%) 

Polish manufacturing companies (with overheads exceeding 

20% of production costs) that believe the issue of unused re-

sources is important 

50 50 

Polish manufacturing companies (with overheads exceeding 

20% of production costs) that possess data on the variable and 

fixed costs of production 

53 47 

Polish manufacturing companies (with overheads exceeding 

20% of production costs) that calculate the cost of idle capacity 
50 50 

Polish manufacturing companies with inventories of products 

exceeding 20% of total production costs at the end of the year 

that calculate the cost of idle capacity 

44 56 

 

Source: own study.  

 

The research shows that 50% of companies with overheads exceeding 20% of 

production costs believe that the problem of unused resources is important. Most 

(53%) manufacturing companies with overheads exceeding 20% of production costs 

did not have sufficient data to determine the cost of idle capacity, since they did not 

divide overheads between variable and fixed costs. Fifty percent of companies with 

overheads in excess of 20% of production costs did not calculate the cost of idle ca-

pacity. This fact was attributed to the following reasons (closed-ended questions):  

 lack of such data (33% of responses) 

 legislation that exempts some Polish companies from the audit of financial state-

ments (22% of responses). 

Among other reasons were (the answer was „other reason, what?”): large dynam-

ics of changes, no need for such data.  

According to the study, 44% of manufacturing companies with inventories of 

products exceeding 20% of total production costs at the end of the year did not calcu-

late the cost of idle capacity. This fact was justified for the following reasons (closed-

ended questions): 

 lack of such data (29% of responses) 

 legislation that exempts some Polish companies from the audit of financial state-

ments (14% of responses). 
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Among other reasons were (the answer was „other reason, what?”): seasonality of 

activity, uselessness of such information, excessive cost to generate and process such 

data, no need for such data.  

Table 6 presents a summary showing how many companies believed the issue of 

idle capacity was important and how many companies calculated the cost of unex-

ploited resources.  

 

Table 6. The issue of unused resources and the calculation of the cost  

of idle capacity in Polish manufacturing companies  
 

Problem of unused resources 

 

Calculation of cost of idle capacity 

Yes  No  

Yes 14% 26% 

No 23% 37% 

 

Source: own study.  

 

The above table shows that the majority of companies that believed the problem of 

unused resources was important did not calculate this cost. It is particularly risky 

when high inventories of unsold finished products or of work-in-progress exist at the 

end of an accounting period. This results in overestimation of asset values in the bal-

ance sheet and an unjustified better result in the income statement.  

According to IAS 2.12, calculation of the cost of idle capacity requires infor-

mation about fixed and variable overheads. The lack of allocation of overheads be-

tween variable and fixed costs could be caused by poor IT solutions or the cost ac-

counting system.  

 

 

4.3. Ignoring the cost of idle capacity in product costing  

in service companies  

 

According to IAS 2.19, the cost of inventories of a service provider consists primarily 

of labour and other costs of personnel directly engaged in providing services, includ-

ing supervisory personnel and attributable overheads. The inventory cost of a service 

provider does not include profit margins or non-attributable overheads
7
 that are often 

factored into prices charged by service providers.  

The research shows that Polish service companies do not believe that the issue of 

unused resources is important, as illustrated in Table 7.  

 

                                                      
7 Labour and other costs relating to sales and general administrative personnel are not included but 

are recognised as expenses in the period in which they are incurred.  
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Table 7. The risk of ignoring idle capacity in service companies  
 

Problem Yes (%) No (%) 

Polish service companies (with overheads in excess of 20% 

of the cost of providing services) that believe the issue of 

unused resources is important 

14 86 

Polish service companies (with overheads in excess of 20% 

of the cost of providing services) that possess data regarding 

variable and fixed costs 

17 83 

 

Source: own study.  

 

Up to 86% of service companies with overheads exceeding 20% of the cost of 

providing services did not believe the issue of unused resources was important. Addi-

tionally, the research shows that 83% of companies with overheads in excess of 20% 

of the cost of providing services did not have data regarding variable and fixed over-

heads, making it impossible to calculate the cost of idle capacity.  

 

 

4.4. Using inaccurate cost accounting information  

in management decision-making  
 

Economic risk is often defined as the risk of loss (Sierpińska and Jachna, 2005, pp. 9, 

78–119). It can be defined as the risk of not achieving the results expected within 

a decision-making process. Of course, this does not necessarily mean that the loss will 

be incurred as a result of the decision taken, but it is sufficient that the result may be 

lower than expected (Sierpińska and Jachna, 2005, pp. 9, 78–119). In this context, 

having reliable data concerning individual product costs is very important in reducing 

economic risk. The lack of accurate information about the cost of specific products 

may lead to results inconsistent with those assumed when making the decision. De-

spite a trend of moving production to the Far East and the countries of Central and 

Eastern Europe, many companies still produce their own products directly. This is 

especially important in countries such as Poland, one of the most popular places in 

Europe for the relocation of production facilities.  

Accurate cost information is the basis for the effective management of a company, 

thereby allowing management to make decisions to maximize company profits in the 

short, medium and long terms (Cokins, 2004, pp. 85–92; Horvath, 2009, pp. 451–455).  

This is also confirmed by the results of the survey concerning cost accounting 

methods used in Polish companies. According to the results, 79.1% of companies use 

information of cost accounting not only for the preparation of financial statements, 

but also for management (e.g. profitability management). This percentage was much 

higher in manufacturing enterprises, which amounted to 91.9%. In service enterprises, 

the percentage was at a much lower but still very significant level of 57.7%. This is 

illustrated in Table 8.  
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Table 8. Percentage of companies using data from cost accounting  

in preparation of financial statements and management functions  
 

Items All companies Production 

companies 

Service  

companies 

Population 67 37 26 

Number of companies using cost 

accounting information for man-

agement functions (%) 

53 (79.1%) 34 (91.9%) 15 (57.7%) 

 

Source: own study.  

 

Detailed results concerning the use of cost accounting information indicate that 

53.7% of companies use cost accounting data for the valuation of products. Detailed 

results of the use of such information for service and production companies are pre-

sented in Table 9.  

 

Table 9. The use of cost information for the valuation  

of products and work-in-progress  
 

Items All companies Production 

companies 

Service  

companies 

Population 67 37 26 

Valuation of products (%) 36 (53.7%) 28 (75.6%) 5 (19.2%) 

Valuation of work-in-progress (%) 35 (52.2%) 28 (75.6%) 5 (19.2%) 
 

Source: own study.  

 

According to the survey responses, 86.5% of companies use cost accounting data 

in their management functions. There were 4 companies that indicated they did not 

use information from cost accounting in the preparation of financial statements and 

management functions (Table 8), although they indicated that they used that infor-

mation for one of the options listed in Table 10. Detailed information on the use of 

this information by manufacturing and service companies is presented in Table 10.  

 

Table 10. The use of cost accounting data in management functions 
 

Items  All companies Production  

companies 

Service  

companies 

Population 67 37 26 

All options 58 (86.5%) 36 (97.3%) 20 (76.9%) 

Profitability calculation (%) 46 (68.6%) 32 (86.5%) 12 (46.1%) 

Price setting (%) 46 (68.6%) 30 (81.1%) 16 (61.5%) 

Cost control 27 (40.2%) 19 (51.4%) 7 (26.9%) 

Analysis of the various cost 

components  
29 (43.2%) 21 (56.8%) 8 (30.7%) 

 

Source: own study.  
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Summarizing the results of the survey, it should be noted that a significant per-

centage of manufacturing and service companies use cost data for the management of 

product profitability and pricing purposes.  

The previously cited studies have shown a lack of consistency between methods of 

overheads allocation and the complexity of the company and the lack of even basic 

allocation of overheads between variable and fixed costs. Additionally, 54.6% of the 

surveyed companies indicated that they use Microsoft Excel to calculate the cost of 

products. Only 6.1% of the surveyed companies indicated that they use advanced IT 

solutions like module CO-PA at MySAP.com or a dedicated Business Intelligence 

system. Almost 40% of the surveyed companies did not indicate any solution used to 

calculate the cost of products. The study indicated that only 6.1 % of companies used 

advanced IT technologies that could provide fast and accurate information about the 

cost of inventories. In light of the above studies, it can be concluded that in many of 

the surveyed companies providing management with accurate information, it is very 

difficult (only one company used activity-based costing). It is unreasonable to expect 

that cost accounting which did not meet the requirements of external financial report-

ing (as indicated by the lack of separation of idle capacity cost and product costs) 

would be appropriate for management functions (Kaplan and Cooper, 1998, p. 30). 

Therefore, it must be judged that the risk of making unsound management decisions 

in these companies is very high. It is worth noting, however, that in Polish companies 

this result is still barely noticeable, a consequence of very low labour costs which are 

able to absorb the result of many misguided management decisions.  

 

 

Conclusion  
 

A review of relevant publications and explanatory examples have shown that the in-

accurate valuation of individual product costs or ignoring the cost of idle capacity can 

lead to material distortions of financial results and the value of inventories, which 

may result in an incorrect assessment of the condition of a company.  

The survey conducted among Polish companies has revealed that in many Polish 

companies cost accounting does not even meet the requirements of the Polish Ac-

counting Act or International Financial Reporting Standards. This research has also 

indicated that in many cases, cost accounting does not accommodate the correct cal-

culation of individual product costs or the cost of idle capacity. In addition, the re-

search has shown that there is an issue of idle capacity in many Polish companies that 

hold a significant level of inventories. All of this indicates the risk of distortion in 

financial statements due to the inaccurate valuation of products presented in the 

statements of those companies.  

Research into the pertinent literature has also shown that the inaccurate valuation 

of specific products or ignoring the issue of idle capacity may increase the economic 

risk of unsound decisions. The survey has revealed that the cost accounting used in 

Polish companies does not adequately support sound decision-making.  
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The conducted research supports the thesis of this article that many Polish compa-

nies use cost accounting methods that cause distorted information about the results in 

financial statements and increase the risk of wrong management decisions. However, 

it should be noted that as the survey was quite limited (only 66 responses), the find-

ings could not be treated as representative of the general population. Additional stud-

ies are needed to confirm the findings of this article.  
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